Mini Stocking Cap Yarn Ornament

**Includes:** 3/4” cardboard ring, 12” yarn strands (42)

To assemble the hat, you will be attaching all the pieces of yarn to the cardboard ring with a simple knot!

1. To make the knot, fold the strand of yarn in half.
2. Put the folded end through the cardboard ring.
3. Then bring the two ends over the top of the cardboard ring, through the looped end, and pull tight.
4. Repeat this step with all but 2 strands of yarn until you have covered all of the cardboard ring. Have the strands close together but do not overlap them!
5. Take one strand of yarn and tie all the ends together, about 1” above the top of the cardboard ring.
6. You can trim the yarn ends on the top of the hat to about a 1/2” length to form a pom pom on top of the hat! (optional)
7. To hang your ornament, you pass the last yarn strand through a few of the strands of the yarn and tie the ends together.

Enjoy your new ornament!

For the holiday schedule, videos, activity sheets, and more, visit our website at [caseyvillepubliclibrary.org/virtualevents](http://caseyvillepubliclibrary.org/virtualevents)

Video tutorial will be available on:

Facebook.com/CaseyvilleLibrary  YouTube Caseyville Library